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54*40
Red Cross Blood Drive Strives to Remove
Road Blocks, Increase Traffic Flow at MSU
By BJ English
Everyone kept complaining
about the inconvenience of hav
ing to give up more of their
spare time than they really
wished to give, so the American
Red Cross decided to do some
thing about it by removing the
road blocks that slowed traffic
flow and increased grievances
from students and professors
running late to class.
When the Red Cross Blood
Drive visited AASU in October
of last year, the average wait in
line, just to tell someone your
name, took nearly 45 minutes,
then you waited another 15 min
utes to have your blood, tem
perature and blood pressure
taken to find out if you were
even eligible to give blood in the
first place.
The average number of
people giving blood in October
and previous months was esti

mated to be in the mid to low
40's. This time around, nearly
90 people donated, or attempted
to donate blood during the same
time period.
Also, the entire process took
nearly half the time as before.
Though it still took longer than
one hour for most people, the
road blocks to traffic hold up in
October were greatly reduced.
This time, more check-in
stations were set up, and some
serious looking men in suitsand
ties continually monitored the
process like tax auditors at a
year-end configuration of finan
cial profits.
The workers taking blood
looked as white faced as some
of t he people giving blood and
one worker commented that if
they kept on moving at this pace,
someone was going to have to
bring her a cold drink and a wet
rag to place on her forehead.

Improvements still need to
be made to ensure a smooth flow
of traffic. Perhaps the blood
drive could be spaced out over
2 days to allow e veryone who
wanted to give blood the time
to do so.
Whether it was the hard

AASU Drops Swimming
Requirement for Students
By: Radha Narayanan

"tanning requirement may be out, but the pool is back in service with a new floor,
« Platforms for swimming races and more. The AASU pool provides a place: for area
teams to practice and is open to all students, faculty and staff from noon o .
•» KM. to 9:30 P.M. on T„« - Thurs, and from 1-6 P.M. on the weekends. S^mm.ngjs
Wng that everyone „ho Uvea in a coastal town should know how to do, I if notto save
». thento save someone elses. Swimming is also an excellent excerc.se
"
»»tendons and bones that might not be able to withstand the pounding of aerobics

work of the Red Cross volun
teers or the offer of free Home
coming T-shirts, this blood drive
was one of the most successful
held on the AASU campus.
Congratulations to every
one involved in making the
blood drive a success.

Many of you are wonder
ing if t he swimming require
ment has been permanently
removed from the physical
education core. The swim
ming requirement has always
been controversial among
students. Some students be
lieve that it is a good thing
because you never know
when you need to know how
to swim later on in emergen
cies like flooding. Others just
don't want to be seen with
fellow students in a bathing
suit. Both are valid reasons
and neither side is wrong.
There are many benefits
and drawbacks of taking a
swimming class. A major
benefit is that it is a good ex
ercise for losing weight. It can
be a social activity for meet
ing new people. Many people
find swimming to be very ef
fective in relaxation and re
ducing stress of everyday life.
Also, a good swimmer can get

a job as a lifeguard who helps
to rescue people from drown
ing. A drawback is that if
proper protection of the ears
is not used, hearing loss may
eventually occur from
"swimmer's ear". Last, but
not least, leg cramps can re
sult from too much swim
ming.
The next question is: will
many students take swim
ming now that it is no longer
a requirement? This quarter,
many students did take the
swimming course in the pool
in the Aquatics and Recre
ation Center (Old Gym).
Some students decided to take
it because they never learned
how to swim and want to as a
precaution in case they need
to use the knowledge later on
in an emergency. Others like
to swim and decided that they
can get an easy 1 credit hour.
Probably, in the quarters to
come, less students will take
swimming but the students
who take it will possess an
eager desire for swimming.

letters, etc.
Graduate Students
Needed to Fill
Vacancies
Dear Editor,
As the Graduate Assistant
for Student Affairs and an Exofficio member of the Student
Coordinating Council (GSCC),
I'm announcing that the GSCC
is currently searching for gradu
ate student representatives for
the 1997-98 school year. Be
cause of either your past inter
est in the GSCC or because you
spend extensive time with
graduate students, I'm asking for
your assistance in filling these
critical vacancies.
As you are probably aware,
the GSCC works to represent the
graduate student body in all
matters concerning academic,
welfare, administration, and ser
vices. This is an important
Council that, according to the
graduate student body, faculty,
staff and administrators, we
would like to see continue. Un
fortunately, the majority of the
current council members will be
graduating within the next two
quarters and the graduate student
body needs some outstanding
individuals to carry on the task.
The GSCC Constitution re
quires ten qualified individuals
composed of graduate students
representing each academic unit
that offers a graduate degree.
There are two representatives
from education, one of whom
must be a teacher certification
candidate paying graduate fees,
one from health science, one
from nursing, one from history,
one from criminal justice, and
one from our newest program,
physical therapy. In addition,
one representative each will rep
resent the College of Arts and
Science, the College of Educa
tion and the School of Health
Professions. Graduate students
who are in good academic stand
ing and paying graduate activ
ity fees are qualified to be Coun
cil members. Representatives
will be selected during the first
week of March 1997.
If you are a graduate student
in good standing and interested
in representing your academic
field, or if you are part of the
AASU community and know of
any other outstanding students
possibly interested, please en

courage them to drop by the Stu
dent Activities Office or contact
me at 927-5271, FAX 912-9215497, or e-mail: student_affairs
@mailgate.armstrong.edu.
Kevin Lynch

Fidgety Students
Are Rude
All students have wit
nessed other students becom
ing fidgety near the end of
class. Don't think professors
don't notice this behavior as
well, and don't think they're
happy about it.
Some students are less
subtle about that invisible
magnet on the other side of
the door that begins viciously
tugging on them five to 10
minutes before class ends,
and some are plain rude.
Let's think about this:
Why would students be out
right rude to a person who has
the ability at the end of the
quarter to add on that half a
point or whole point for good
behavior to bump up their
grade to the next letter grade?
I don't have an unoffensive
answer for those students who
do not have the ability to rec
ognize this for themselves.
Some students may not
think this behavior, such as
packing up early, is directly
rude to professors. After
questioning several profes
sors about such behavior, they
confirmed it is rude.
I asked these professors to
list behavior they notice some
students begin before class is
over. Their combined an
swers: look at the door or
their watches, move around in
their seats, lean toward the
door, put away their books,
pick up their bags, stand up,
and head toward the door.
When asked how she re
sponds to this behavior, this
professor said, "[I] do not re
spond or [I] indicate that it
seems everyone wants to go."
Another professor said
he'll signal, "I've got 10 more
minutes of your time, so don't
get ready to leave."
One professor announces,
"I'm not through yet."
These professors' com
ments may not phase some
fidgety students. One profes
sor, however, said when he
notices this behavior he'll as
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sign homework in hopes that
the students will have to sit
back down and write down
the assignment. Another pro
fessor said she'll purposely
keep students late because she
finds this behavior so frustrat
ing.
So, all of you fidgety stu
dents, get a clue.
Anslee Willett
Dear Editor,
I was quite disturbed at your
current collegeiate edition of
thelnkwell that was placed in
the Inkwell boxes on January
16, 1997. However, when I
picked up the issue on Jan 17,
1997,1 was upset that not one
article or picture about Dr.
Martin Luther King was not
printed in the edition on Jan
16, 1997.1 believe that there
was simply no reason why it
should not have been printed
or mentioned. Would you
please tell me to your reason
why something was not
printed.
Stephanie Owens
A concerned and upset stu
dent!
V •

•

:?!•*<.

ed. Now you know what it feels
like to be the editor of a univer
sity newspaper. I am frequently
upset that no one seems to care
enough about covering such
important events. If you can
motivate people to write for the
Inkwell through your concerned
letter, I applaud you. It's nice to
know that someone out there
cares. I can not print what I do
not receive, and I received noth
ing from any of our students or
news services on Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr
I remind you that the Ink
well is the STUDENT newspa
per not the newspaper of BJ
English.
If you would like to contrib
ute to the Inkwell, you are in
vited to join us at ournext meet
ing on Thursday, January 30, at
noon in the Inkwell Office,
Room 202 above the cafeteria.
I cannot force my writers to
cover events, or fire them if they
do not accept assignments. We
need investigative reporters to
cover sports events, plays, or
ganizational news, administra
tive policies and more.
Your complaint is duly
noted, but your contribution
would more greatly serve
your cause.
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Godspeed
By Robert Poole Jr.
What is the world coming
to? My herat goes out to Bill
cosby and his family. If there
is one model family in this
world it is the Cosby's. His
only son, Ennis William
Cosby, 27 years old, was
gunned down and killed while
changing a tire. Roadside ser
vice clubs will sell member
ships this year.
Speaking of sales, in Sa
vannah, Elvis Presley tickets
are selling for $75.00 a piece
to a cancelled show due to his
death. Heck, some people are
worth more dead than alive.
I'd hate to be these $$$$
people on Judgement Day! To
Ennis, Godspeed. Robert
Poole Jr.
SGA VICE-PRESIDENT
APOLOGIZES TO THE
STUDENTS AND SENATE
As your vice-president, I Sean
Connolly feel it is my duty to
say " I'm Sorry". I am the
reason for the cancelation of
the T-Shirt contest. The sen
ate voted on the TOP 10 rea
sons to join the SGA. After
those were passed, the win
ners were to recieve a free TShirt and first place $25. I
took it upon myself to change
several of the reasons and re
word some of the others. To
those whose answers were
orginally accepted for the TShirt design you will be com
pensated. And to the senate
and especially Deon Sears, I
owe another apology, "I'm
Sorry". I hope you guys will
still trust me and I now know
that only TOGTHER will we
IMPROVE the school. Sen
ate, I can't say it enoughKEEP UP the good work!! To
concered students: we have
senate meetings every Thurs
day at noon in the MCC
building ,room 204, I invite
you to come sit in or even
come talk to me!!!

Letters to the Editor may be sent to the Inkwell at 11935 Abercorn, or e-mailed to us at inkwell@maUgate.armstrong.edu.
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uiiniroTia
, t and Movie
_
wars Not Good
Role Models for
v)0ral Standards

£t)0»r -

pavid Bowman

We as Americans need to
^looking at sports players
/movie stars as moral lead311 The fact that they may be
actors or outstanding
nlavers does not mean
Lv are good moral ex
iles Some of them may be
u hiKh moral calibre; but
tones that aren't simply
Jen't the same as other citizeflWhy

should moral stanj„rds be higher for celebrities
dian for anyone else? Because
Jfl're role models? Then
In't make them role models
before th ey prove that they

^ Now we have stars that
were considered to be our
raoral betters, deserving of
being loo ked up to,who are
not good role models at all.
Is it their faul t for being hu
man? If they are set to higher
moral sta ndards than every
one else they obviously aren't
the same as "the rest of us".
But they are. They come from
the country, t he ghetto, rich,
poor. T hey come with the
same problems as well.
Maybe we should "grow"
stars in a biodome so we
could have "perfect" people.
Until then, the y are only hu
man, so treat them as humans
not robots.

I m still trying to figure
out what a "good" professor
is since students have their
individual definitions of the
word.
Last year I took an English class at the University
of Georgia. The professor
told us on the first day of class
that we'd have to write two
essays during the quarter. At
the mention of this, one stu
dent turned to another and
said, "I can't believe we have
to write two essays." I
wanted to remind her what
class we were in. I guess that
student will never label that
professor as "good."
Now when someone tells
me of a "good" professor, I
simply acknowledge it and
that's about it. I mean, is a
"good" professor someone
who hand feeds you the
knowledge? Or is it someone
who requires you to do the
work yourself?
Isn't it the "tough" profes
sors we benefit the most from
though? Of course, I don't
mean "tough" in an extremely
difficult sense. I took an En
glish class this summer and
we were assigned six essays
at once and five essays at
once. That was just crazy, but
I m ade it through.
The professors I've
learned the most from are the
"tough" ones who have re
quired the most from me.

TEE-RIFIC
GIFT IDEA
For Your Valentine

The good the
bad and the ugly
By Anslee Willett
Ever notice that students
are constantly in search of the
"good" professors, especially
during registration?
I've seen students change
their class schedules while
standing i n the registration
jnebecause someone they've
discussed their classes with in
®e 1® either labeled one or
fere of the professors as
ijjood or warned "don't take
quarter I was in line
tn
J°P and add a class and a
lKten!. was going down the
«n, 0, English teachers:
Hnir6 S nc*rews> Shroeder,
nge.rrve
heard
"•"linger s good."

quarter0!110? Hollinger last

^en't
tough I

.

th,^Se thn(e
»H
Hollinger s

didn't"annnd g°od-" They
ased"toEgh»t0 ,ike that 1
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Creation and (rather than "or") Evo
lution !!:A response to Reverend Fuller.
I'm
I'm responding to r>
Rev.
Chris Fuller's recent article
titled "Creation or Evolution?"
in the Inkwell. He and I spe ak
with one voice when recom
mending, in his words, "... the
book writing and debate cease,"
and that Most people...leave
these discussions frustrated or

ofl/nT0"7 'T1,3 deb3te m°re recluired by science. There simoften.than not fanned by the Lit- ply is insufficient class time to
end Creation,st.
dweI1 on c
(hat ^^

I his bigger issue is the ac
tions taken and proclamations
made by school administrators
and other duly authorized bod
ies. In August of last year, for
example, the Superintendent of
even angry." I, too, have left Schools' in" MaT shallTountv'
frustrated debating whether evo- Kentucky recalled new texG
lution or divine creation explain books for 5th and 6th grade stu
Earth's origins or the variety of ZT 7
, ™ grade stu"
8 ed together two
its species.
Rpv F..1W
a • „ °"ending pages describing the

y ciTsTheor\,ncobb
8
County, Georgia, where, after
bate, while claiming to be
parental complaints about dis
against it. Creation or evolu
cussion of the Big Bang Theory
tion? No. Creation and evolu
and the a ge of planet Earth, the
tion! Each is a distinct idea, and publisher agreed to remove the
each has its place among the
offending" chapter from a
constellations of intellectual fourth-grade earth science book
achievement. But the Literal let. Parents in Sultan, Washing
Creationist (according to the ton, also complained about the
Reverend) believes that one same booklet, but did not suc
God created the universe in six ceed in getting administrators to
days and is (according to me) withdraw the text. Perhaps the
the more outspoken. (S)He saddest part of the Kentucky
stands in contrast
to the Non
_
— story is that school administraiteral Creationist (also according to the Reverend) who believes that God created the uni
verse over many of years.
Who's right? To find the
elusive answer, the book writ
ing continues and the debate
rages on. And in defense of sci
ence I, again, find it necessary
to speak out. The reason? A
larger issue that is becoming
ever more strident in escalating
the debate to an a larmingly in

'
ognized
in this day and age to
not have any scientific merit.
These concepts range from the
disease malaria occuring by
breathing "bad air" to Earth
standing motionless at the cen
ter of its universe. Do we want
to return to the time of Galileo
when,' ,n
in 1633,
he was
was impriswhen
1633> he
™pris
oned by the Inquisition for pub
lishing the "theologically erroimmovable center of the uni
verse? Placing a stationary Sun
at the center of the universe
stood in conflict with Scripture
and Galileo was charged with
"theological error" and declared
"vehemently suspect of heresy."
Why are we retracing in this
day and age this same path?
Science and theology each have
their own method, and when a
problem common to both arises
—the origin of species or advo
^aung
u» heliocentricity
nci
cating the
of our
Solar System—each is assumed
to have something to say on the
matter. And each should listen
to the other with respect. In all
of this, we are charged to teach
sound science, and science text
books, subject to critical peer
review, publish sound science.
Their pages should not be glued
shut or chapters excised.

tors—who should be leading the
way to sound science education—voluntarily censored the
books apparently in fear of pos
sible public protest, which
might never have even occurred.
When teaching sound sci
ence, we can't stir into the mix
junk science. The term "junk
science" is not meant to offend
but is commonly used in de
scribing those ideas that do not Christopher J. Schuberth
stand up to the rigorous inquiry Assistant Professor of Geology
and Science Education

Homecoming Queen Candidate Field Narrows to Four
The votes were tal
lied on Thursday
January 23 and the
results are official.
Of the 11 candi
dates running for
homecoming
queen, only four re
ceived votes of 30
or more.
Cristen West,
chairman of the
Homecoming
Committee, had
originally planned
to allow for 6 final
ists.
However,
when two of the
male candidates for
homecoming king
voluntarily with
drew from the com
petition, and when
the 7 remaining
queen contestants
failed to receive
higher than 20votes
each, it was decided
to go with an equal
number of Queens
to Kings.
Both Queen and
King candidates
have the choice to
pair off among
themselves, prefer
ably male/female,
or to select escorts
of their own choos
ing.
The final vote
for Homecoming
King and Queen
will be held in the
Student activities
Office
during
homecoming week
on Monday and
Tuesday, February
3rd and 4th. Candi
dates for homecom
ing king may be
viewed on page 13
of this edition of the
Inkwell.

''mM

•

.

Keli Gaines

Latisa Kennedy

Lisa Summerford
Myrah Duncan
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Computer Lab is Back
alld Better than Before
3y Carrie Whiddon

Okay.^honest'how many of
v0u out there showed

up in the
Health Professions building
arlier this quarter to check
E-mail? By now, most of
0u have found the Computer
Renter in the Memorial Col
lege Center Annex. It was rerelocated at the beginning of

Lur

this quarter.
Last summer the Com
puter la b was moved to the
second floor of Ashmore Hall
(the Health Professions build
ing) while renovations were
done to the MCC Annex. Af
ter two quarters of hard work
the Computer Lab is back bet
ter than ever.

Most of the CIS (com
puter i nformation services)
Department is now central
ized in the same building. EMail accounts will continue to
be handled in Jenkins Hall
until Spr ing when they will
join the rest of CIS in the
MCC Annex.

Although not all the sta
tions are set up yet, Joey
Jeffers says there will be about
ninety computer work stations
all together. They should be in
full swing by mid-quarter.
There will an Electronic
Classroom, something new to
AASU. The advantage of this
classroom, which will be
equipped with about 25 com
puters, is that there will be less
evictions due to class reserva
tions. Many of you probably
remember being "asked to
leave" the old lab because a
Psychology, English, or ASC
101 class need to use the com
puters. This will still happen,
but not as often.
Another improvement to
the facility is the 24-hour lab
open to Computer Science
majors. The room will be
separate from the big lab and
will have six to nine work sta
tions. The old number com
bination on the door is gone,
so CS majors will have to be
escorted and let in by the

Page 5

The new lab offers more space and an electronic classroom for instructional use.
Campus Police. It's not as
easy as it used to be, but a less
convenient 24-hour lab is a
24-lab none the less.
Students here at Arm
strong can also look forward
to the arrival of a scanner in
the lab. There will only be one
for now, but anyone will be
able to use it.
For those of you interested

in expanding your knowledge
of computers the Continuing
Education Office in the Fine
Arts building sometimes of
fers workshops on various
topics. The workshops range
in price and length and will
probably be held in the new
lab.
Hours for the Computer
Center will remain pretty

much the same this quarter.
The lab is open from 7:30 to
11:00 Monday through Thurs
day, 7:30 to 5:00 on Friday,
12:00 to 5:00 on Saturday, and
2:00 to 11:00 on Sunday.
For sure success in the lab
remember the words of a re
ally wise computer guy, "ab
solutely no food or drinks are
allowed in the computer lab".

Visitation Day Registration
AASU Sports Center
Welcome
Overview of Activities
10:30-11:30 am

Breakout Sessions

Admissions
Financial Aid
Arts & Sciences
Education
Health Professions
11:30-12:15 pm

Departmental Information Session

11:30- 1: 00 pm

Tours of Campus/Dorms

The Office of Admissions is open Monday thru Friday
from 8:15 am til 5 pm. For more information, call

V atten dees with disabilities requiring special accommodations must notify the Office of Admissions
i„ ttrilim.'

not later than one week prior to the cent

used to tie a kimono. |22) Early in the week,

career
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T a k i n " ™ * Kesponv.b.l.l.y for S ucc e ss

- 2:00

9

Aquatics &

Winter 1997 Schedule

Recreation Center
All W o r k s h o p s beg in P r o ™f ^* , * t o o

"°0r'

/'Denotes workshop
workshops also aval a
{•Denotes

I. Classroom Survival Skills

N ote taking*

January 23

Jan Jones

Thursday

O W

Lynn B enson

Tuesday

No te taking*

February 13

Reading/Memory

February 2*7

2nd floor, MCC ketween:

Lynn B enson

Thursday

Te st taking

Jo I a.£ £e nJ ?

S i g n -up i n t h e C a r e e r L i k r a r y ,

Jan Jones

Thursday

tit

A j o t f a i r f o r e d u c a t o r s t o i n c l u d e st u d e n t s a n d a l u m n i .

Reading/Memory

January 23

March

a £ is i

Te st taking
Lynn Benson

January 21
Tuesday

6

Fekruary 17, 19 97 - Fekruary

28, 1997

Lynn Benson

A-

Tuesday

if you plan to interview make sure to kring several

II. Pe rsonal Growth & Pe^elopmen-fc Skills
Com mun ica tio n Skills

February 4-

Lynn B enson

Tuesday

copies of your resume to tke fair, if you aren t ready
t o interview, you may stop ky a nd speak witk tke

Decis ion-making/Values

February 3

r e c r u i t e r s ak o u t tk e f i e l d o f e d u c a t i o n .

Jan Jones

Thursday

III . Tr ansitions—University to Career
Resume Wr it i n g / I nt e r v i ew i n g Skills fo r th e S O V

O

ere

W I J

J a n u a r y 10

Thursday (Bring a copy of your resume for review)

January 30

Jo b S ear ching/Dress f or Suc c e ss *
Lorie Durant

Thursday

Lorie Durant

Wednesday
11-30-12 15-Free Luncheon 12:20-3:00-lnterviews
(Practice what yotVe learned so far by -interviewing
h^man resource
professionals from local employers. This is practice only and not for real
employment opportunities. One 30 minute interview per person. Limited
to 50 students, so sign-up soon!)

February 25

C a r o l i n a , N o r t k Ca r o l i n a a n d

"Mock Interview" Day

February 12

Tuesday

Sckool systems from Georgia, Florida, Soutk
possikly otker states.
Tke Office of Career Service., Memorial Collage Canter, 2oJ Floor, 927.5269

Applying to Graduate School
~

Lorie Durant

Workshop© will be held in the Career Library in the Division of Student Affairs.

Employment
Information
Seminar

Inkwell Meeting
Thursday, January 30
Noon Until.
Learn Paste-Up.
Write a Story.
Prevent us from
bum out.
Sell an Ad.
Bring Lunch with you.
See You There.

Elkhart, Indiana Schools

•Who:

Located just 15 miles from South Bend, this
is a growing schoolsystem with many opportunities.

What
Positions:

Many teaching positions available!

When:

Friday, February 2 4 ,

Time:

9:00 am -11:00 am

Place:

Career Library, 2nd Floor, MCC

29 9 7

Students, faculty, staff, and alumni are welcome!!
Light refreshments available.

m

The Office of Career Service*, 2nd floor, Memorial College Center, 927.5269^

g a s s n i e u s
HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic compo
nents at home. Experience
^ transportation included. unnecessary, will train. Im
lPg' nervations and informamediate openings your local
area. Call 1-520-680-7891
EXT C200

J^EGO BAV JAMAICA
JJ The Fun, All The Sun"
I el accommodations,
•ch resort, recreation, din-

itflil i'I1

!ttt6iaiM

KewhenreaayiLowesi
YELLOWSTONE
tprepaid phone cards on
NATIONAL PARK
L market! 19cents/minute. Amfac Parks & Resorts is
nywhere in the U.S. anynow hiring for the summer of
' 0f day. R echarge when 1997! 3500 positions avail
Ld up- For your free card able in restaurants, hotels, gift
* a S.A.S.E to FT. shops, all guest services and
gemote, P.O. Box 16827, support operations. Seasons
cvannah, Ga. 31416
run from early May thrumid^it;s assistant
October. A Yellowstone re
customer relations cruiter will be on campus
E looking tor a high energy
February 11th, from 10:00 am
ndividual interested in marketing
to 3:00 pm at the Student
t(j customer relations to assist in
K maintenance of our owner and Center. Stop by and see us or
visit your Job Placement of
rospect database, provide owner
ollowup and coordinate customer
fice on campus to pick up an
low in our D ealership. This is a
application.

art time position, primarily after-

jons, early e venings and some
iaturdays. Perf ect job for a Mar
king Major as you will learn Ditct Marketing. D irect Mail and
uprove your Customer Relations
foils. Some
PC
skills
tquired.Please call 354-7000 for
in appointment.
lubrell Wo rk-Study Position

Available Spring Quarter:
Out managing editor is leaving us
lithe Spring to go to school in
Valdosta.The po sition available is
for 15 hours a week at minimum
•age p lus c ommission from ad
ales (You do not need to call advertisers, they will call you). Job
entails: answe ring phones Mon Fri from 12 - 3, typing, proof read
ing and pasting up the paper, ac
ting advertising and billing cus
tomers twice a month, ordering
applies as needed, and helping to
rap the office neat and organized.
Ttehours can be made to fit a round
I your class schedule.
Applications ar e available in the
Student Activi ties Office. Please
®trk on th e Application that you
Jeapplying for the Inkwell SecrePosition.

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

The na tion's leader in college m arketing
is se eking a n en ergetic, en trepreneurial
student for the p osition o f cam pus re p.
No sa les in volved. Pla ce a dvertising on
bulletin boa rds f or co mpanies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-t ime jo b earni ngs. Choose
your ow n hours ; 4-8 hou rs per we ek
required. C all:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp.
100 West Harrison, Suite S-150,
Seattle, WA 98119

(NAPS)—For i nformation about
the water you drink, call Kinetico at
1-800-944-WATER (9283) and
order the FREE Consumer's Guide

computers. Run by the New York
Times Syndicate, it can be located
at http://computernewsdaily.com.
For a free K'NEXions newslet
ter with ideas for family fun, call
1-800-KID-KNEX.
For free Wisconsin travel-plan
ning guides, including the
Wisconsin Winter Recreation
Guide and Calendar of Events,
call the state's 24-hour hot line, 1800-432-TRIP/8747. Wisconsin
travel information is also avail
able on the state's Internet site:
http://tourism.state.wi.us.
For a free copy of the Ohio
Journeys travel planner, call 1800-BUCKEYE.
For a free copy of Walking
Magazine call (800) 924-0084.
For information on adventure
and honeymoon packages, call
Hyatt Resorts at 1-800-233-1234.
In carefully selected back and
leg pain patients, chemonucleolysis
can be as effective as surgery, but
with fewer adverse effects. If you or
your doctor would like more infor
mation call Knoll Pharmaceutical
Company, 1-800-304-7440.
For a free copy of "Holiday
Shopping and Shipping Tips from
FedEx," stop by any FedEx World
Service Center.
For information on stainless steel
sinks, write Elkay Manufacturing
Company, 2222 Camden Court, Oak
Brook Illinois 60521; or call (630)

to Protecting the Water Your Family
Drinks. Or visit Kinetico's Web site

at http://www.Kinetico.com.
For information about the
world's largest K-12 student sci
ence competition, write to
Toshiba/NSTA ExploraVision
Awards, National Science Teachers
Association, 1840 Wilson Blvd.,
Arlington, VA 2 2201, or call 800EXPLOR-9 or (703) 243-7100.
Cancer . survivors seeking
strategies to counter discrimina
tion and keep their careers intact
can call Amgen at 1-800-333-9777
for a free guide to managing can
cer in the workplace.
For facts on insulation and sav
ing energy, write for free copies of
"What You Should Know About
Blown-In Insulation" and "How To
Select An Insulation Contractor"
from the CertainTeed Home
Institute, P.O. Box 860, Valley
Forge, PA 19482; or call 1-800782-8777. You can also visit the
institute on the Internet at
http://www.certainteed.com.
One of America's most experi
enced carpet and upholstery clean
ers, Stanley Steemer International,
has opened a Web site on the
Internet at http://www.stanleysteemer.com.
For information on products,

services and programs for the small
office, call 1-800-TEAM-XRX (8326979) or visit the Xerox World Wide
Web site at (http://www.xerox.com).
For a free brochure on American
Hawaii Cruises, call 1-800-4749934.
To learn which local retailers
carry Winnie the Pooh clothes and
toys, call 1-800-884-POOH.
For the location of the nearest
Natural Wonders stores, call 1800-2-Wonder.
Free brochures about the value
of medicines in our society, are
available from: Consumer Affairs,
Glaxo Wellcome Inc., 5 Moore Drive,
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709,
or call, toll-free, 1-800-437-0992.
For a free brochure about con
tact lens options, call 1-Day
Acuvue at 1-888-USE 1 DAY.
A free, informative news ser
vice called Computer News Daily,
offers comprehensive news on 574-8484.

(800) 487-2434 Ext. 4444

The United States did not issue any stamps until 1847. The first stamps had portraits of George
Washington and Benjamin Franklin, the first postmaster.

BECOME AN
AIR FORCE OFFICER.
Take the first step to becoming a lead
er in today's Air Force. Put your col
lege degree to work in the Air Force
Officer Training School. After complet
ing Officer Training School you can
become a commissioned Air Force
officer with:

"Lemon-scented polish! Are
you mad?!"

•
•
•
•

great starting pay
medical and dental care
30 days vacation with pay per year
management opportunities

Discover how far a career in the Air
Force can take you and what it takes
to qualify. Call

BUY • SELL• COMPACT DISCS
Savannah's

Source For Used CDs - Listen Before You Buy!

Most CDs are $7.99 - All CDs Are Guaranteed
Located in the Eisenhower Shopping Plaza
Hodgson Memorial Dr. & Eisenhower (356-0176)

Lorner of

CDs • Posters • Stickers * T-Shirts

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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news reuiews
The Barber Of Seville: Thank you, come again,

Page8

11. Fargo Frances

MCDQ,
(PolyGram — R) N o. lo S

12. Primal Fear RiCharH

By Carrie Whiddon
"They should do this every
month!"
"How refreshing."
"I wish they'd come to
Statesboro."

"What a wonderful opera."
These were just some of

and grey heads alike sat en

teacher trying to get to the

was kind of like an old Ital

thralled throughout the show.
Most, myself included, were

lovely Rosina whom he loves,
but has never met. Truthfully,

ian soap opera!
If any of you ever have a

not aware that this was a it's nearly impossible to pick
comic opera. Had they not out favorite characters be
sung in English the facial ex • cause they were all wonder
pressions and body language ful and charming.
For those of you who
would have been a clue, but
the dialog was absolutely don't know the story, here's
the "Readers Digest" version
priceless.

chance to see this troupe (or

the comments that could be
The Barber of Seville,
heard in a crowd exiting the
Figaro,
may have been the
Fine Arts Auditorium the
night of January 17lh. They most popular character.
had just seen a fantastic per Played by Daniel Neer, he
formance of Rossini's well was witty, sneaky, charming,
known opera, The Barber of and none to modest. Other
favorites included the dark
Seville.
The performance was and easily corrupted music
Basilio
(Bret
done by the National Opera master
Company which is the tour Smithey), the snuff sneezing
ing troupe of the Fletcher house maid Berta (Lori
School of the Performing Briscoe), Dr. Bartolo (Darren
Arts. A.F. Fletcher founded
the company in 1948 with

Lougee), the sixty-year-old
balding guardian of Rosina
(he has a little crush on his
charge), and the sixteen-yearold Rosina (Joanna Hill) who
humorously keeps her guard
ian at bay while encouraging
the advances of her mysteri

(really really short). Dr.
Bartolo is Rosina's guardian,
and he intends to marry her
shortly. Young Count
Almaviva has seen Rosina at
a party and is in love with her.
He serenades her posing as a
peasant so she will love him
for himself, and not for his
significant wealth. Almaviva
enlists the help of Figaro, the
Barber of Seville. Figaro
knows everyone in town, and
has an analytical mind when

another) perform the Barber
of Seville again, go see it. To

(Paramount — R) No. 11
Vista — G) No. 12

13. Toy Story Tom Hanks m

14.

The Frighteners

Fox (MCA/Universal

Entry
15.

The Arrival

Charlie

all black clothes who gave me
the names of the cast, Thank
You and come again!

(Live Home Video — PQ-i'L^
"l3)No
16. Beautiful Girls UmaTh
(Buena Vista — R) No. 14 ^
17. Twister Helen Hunt (ty
-PG-13) No. 18
18. The Birdcage Robin Win
(MGM/UA — R) No. 20
19. Matilda Danny n.v.
(Columbia TriStar — pq^"

Top Video Rentals

20. i
^FwnayThingRobertik
I
(MGM/UA — PG-13) Nemt'T
v Em,1I

the National Opera Company,
and that nice blonde man in

1. The Rock starring Sean Con(Buena Vista — Rated: R) Last
Wp*»lr* No 7
2. The Cable Guy Jim Carrey &
Columbia TriStar — R) No. 3
3. Independence Day Will Smith
(FoxVideo — PG-13) No. 1
4. Eraser Arnold Schwarzenegger
(Warner — R) N o. 4
5. Mission: Impossible Tom
Cruise (Paramount — PG-13) No. 2
6. The Nutty Professor Eddie
Murphy (MCA/Universal — PG-13)
No. 5
7. Striptease Demi Moore
(Columbia TriStar — R) No. 6
8. The Cup Kevin Costner
(Warner — R) N ew Entry
9. Chain Reaction Keanu Reeves
(FoxVideo — PG-13) New Entry
10. The Island of Dr. Moreau
Marlon Brando (Turner — PG-13)
New Entry
nery

Entry

Top 10 Singles 1

1 Whitney Houston "ISS? I
You And Me" (Atlantic) LaatyJ
No. 1
2. En Vogue "Don't Leu
(Love)" (EastWest/EEG) No. s
3. Seal "Fly Like An E a.|,
(Warner/Sunset/Atlantic) No. 3
4. Donna Lewis "I Love You i
ways And Forever"(Atlantic)No r
5. Jewel "You Were Meant K,
Me" (Atlantic) No. 6
6. No Mercy "Where Do You G(Arista) No. 7
7. RuPaul "A Little Bit Of Lott'
(Rhino) No. 9
8. R. Kelly "I Believe
(Warner) No. 2
9. LiP Kim Feat. Puff Daddy "V
Time" (BigBeat/Atlantic) No. 8
10. SWV "It's All About I
(RCA) New Entry

it comes to matchmaking.
three aims in mind; " (1) To
Despite
a series of complica
Introduce opera as an art form
tions and near disasters,
to school students and adults,
Rosina and Almaviva finally
(2) To give experience to
are able to elope before Dr.
young singers, and (3) To per
Critic's Corner
form in the language of the
Bartolo is able to stop them.
by Michael Greene
audience." This group full ac ous admirer, and at last, the All ends well because Bartolo
GHOSTS OF MISSISSIPPI
complishes this mission.
Count Almaviva (Louis and the "old maid" Berta get
.
It is said that if we don't leam from
The audience consisted of Poeltl) who poses as a peas together and he IS allowed to history, we are doomed to repeat it.
all ages and sexes. Children ant, a soldier, and a music keep Rosina's huge dowry. It There's a lot of wisdom in that state

Incident Reports from January 5 -11,1997 (compiled by Anlsee Willet)
Date

Location

Report

1/5

Baseball Field

While baseball team was practicing, baseball went over
fence and landed on a windshield. Estimated damage $500.

1/7

Parking Lot

Theft by taking. Student's cellular phone was taken from his
car. Student stated it was possible the car was left unlocked.

Sports Center

Criminal damage to property. Student's locker was broken into.
Items missing: bottle of Advil and bottle of amino acids.

Parking Lot

Criminal damage to property. Student collided into another
student's vehicle.

1/9

Dorm Parking Lot

Damage to property. Student's door mirror and window
smashed and broken. Incident resulted from an apparent tree
branch.

1/10

MCC

Theft by taking. Student's cellular phone was taken from her
purse when she stepped out of the office and left the purse in the
office.

1/11

Old Gym

Criminal trespass. On routine building check, staff member
noticed a glass door had been broken. Door was pushed open.
Nothing appeared to be missing.

ment and I believe it's part of the
message of this very powerful film.
Alec Baldwin portrays Assistant
District Attorney Bobby DeLaughter. He works out of Jackson,
Mississippi. The widow of slain
civil-rights leader Medgar Evers,
Myrlie (Whoopi Goldberg), has re
quested that the D.A. reopen her hometown to celebrate. Years go by
husband's case, based on a until the late '80s when Mis. Eves
newspaper report that file s from the requests the reopening of th e c ase
Mississippi Sovereignty Commis ' DeLaughter decides he has to puts'
sion show evidence of jury tamper this, despite opposition fit"11
ing in the two murder trials which everyone around him, including his
ended in hung juries and let her wife, who eventually leaves hint
husband's killer, Byron de la Be- Finally, in 1994, the case is brought
ckwith (James Woods), go free.
to trial yet again, this time resuN
Chillingly, the film goes back to in justice when Beckwith is c0C
the 1960s and the murder of Evers, victed of the murder.
showing Beckwith hiding in the trees
Both Baldwin and Woods are at It'
and shooting Evers in the back, leav top of their game here. For herp
ing him todie in his driveway in front Goldberg gives a decent per'0'
of his distraught wife and three mance, if not a bit wooden and o«
children.
dimensional. However, it is direct"
At the first trial, Mississippi Rob Reiner who deserves all 'If
Governor Ross Barnett is shown kudos. He's done a superb jo
the C0Ur,r00m dUnng
thTs'^werfuftaie, made all the **
u
Mrs. Evers appearance on the wit- ^ ^virtue of the fact that it's«*
ness stand. Barnett shakes
n:~wmii
Rvtruiri.'. u A •
Believe me, this is one flicky®"
Beckwith s hand in an apparent come
from wjth a differ
show of "white" solidarity.
•
After the second trial ends in a ^^^orgsrcby!KingFeatureasyni
hung jury, Beckwith is actually
given a parade through his
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Winter Quarter Hours for
Pool and Fitness Center
Pool

Mon.- Fri 12-1:30
Tues-Thur. 7:30 -9:30 P.M.
Sat. - Sun. 1:00 - 6:00 P.M.

Fitness Center/Track

YOU
DO

s you . . JL . .
E F OR^JF^

****

11,1997******

^snui
-x-assod evqi
Pino

To use the Pool and Fitness
Center, you must present a valid
AASU I.D. or a Pirate Club
Fitness or Swim Card. Member
ship forms for non-AASU stu
dents, facutly and staff are avail
able in the Student Activities
Office.

Mon - Fri

6 AM-8AM

Sat. - Sun.

11 AM - 9 PM
1 PM - 5 PM

»

Tl@ IPMIlflDsaDpMcaiH HDdlMft©
of Armstrong Atlantic State University

Proudly Presents:
THE PHILOSOPHICAL ESSAY CONTEST

•There will be awards given for First,
Second, and Third place winners.
•Essays must focus on a philosopher or
some philosophic topic.
•Each essay must be a minimum of 1000
words and include name and phone number
to be eligible.
••The deadline is March 27th, 1997.

Essays are to be dropped off in "The
Thought Box" located in the Writing Center,
Gamble Hall.

The Division of Student Affairs
is open Thursday evenings until
7:00 p.m.
A counselor will be available by appointment.

•ash used to tie a Kimono. 122) tany ...

(NAPS)— The cancer death
rate in the United States fell by
nearly three percent between
1991 and 1995, the first sus
tained decline since national
record-keeping was instituted in
the 1930s, the National Cancer
Institute reports.

More than half of the "175
Channels" you see advertised on
satellite TV ads are blacked out
until you pay extra for them.
Local bookstores now have The
Parents Helper: Who to Call on
Health and Family Issues, (Castle

Connolly Medical, $15.95). It's
also available from 800/399-3627.
Canned Alaska salmon is a
great ready-cooked fish for creat
ing a filling one-pot meal.
Mild to moderate acne in
adults responds to topical treat
ment such as Emgel Topical Gel,
available by prescription.
Many people are not aware
that "satellite TV" subscriptions
are on a per-television set basis.
Because music plays a vital
role in exercise, Sony's MiniDisc
portable playback units can now
be found on cardiovascular work
out machines at CRUNCH Fitness
centers. Exercisers can work out
to whatever music they prefer.
To bake lighter, you can sub
stitute fat-free Sunsweet Lighter
Bake (found in the cooking oil or
baking ingredients aisle of the
supermarket) for butter or oil, use
egg whites instead of whole eggs
and evaporated skim milk in
place of heavy cream.

The Graduate Student Coordinating Council
(GSCC)
Is seeking qualified* Graduate Students
from the departments of
Criminal Justice
Education
Health Science
History
Nursing
Physical Therapy
Teacher Certification*
To represent your fellow students.
The GSCC represents the graduate student body in all matters
concerning academics, welfare, administration, and services.
For further information, call 927-5271, ask for Kevin Lynch
or attend our next meeting on
February 13, 1997 @ 5pm in Student Affairs.
All meetings are held on the second Thursday of the month,
or the next available.
* Graduate students who are in good academic standing and paying graduate activity fees.

UNITED STATES MARINES
STEP AEROBICS
MWF -12:10
T-N-T (tighten-n-tone)
TTH -12:10
Held on the Sports' Center Balcony

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
LYNN ROBERTS AT 921-2080

If you are not getting the following from your present job or future employer then you should find out
about your options in the Marines.
•Starting annual income of approximately $20,500 and an earning potential of over $120,000 a year.
•Food and housing provided.
•Retirement pay after only 20 years of employment.
•Continue your education at some of the country's finest universities at little to no cost.
•Comprehensive medical and dental benefits for you and your family and continued pay and benefits
should you get injured on or off the job and are unable to work.
•Facilities for recreational and leisure for little or no cost.
•30 days paid vacation a year.
•A guaranteed position in an area that you have interest.
•A program to get you in top physical and mental condition.
•Evenings, weekends, and holidays off with pay without using your vacation days.
•Develop important traits such as leadership and management skills, self-reliance, discipline,
courage, poise and confidence. Traits that will help you succeed and overcome future challenges in
your life.
If you are between the ages of 17 and 28 and if you feel that you have the potential to succeed if given a
chance then join our distinguished organization and give us the chance to show you how.
Call us collect at (912) 927-9543/9545.

THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE MARINES

announcements

January 30,1997

Double Senior Recital

Effective January
1997: The Depart
ment of Radiologic
Technologies is now
the Department of Ra
diologic Sciences.

a senior recital featuring two AASU students.
Sonia Yoder, mezzo-soprano
John Edwards, piano

WHAT:

WHEN:

Thursday, February 6, 1997
1:30 P.M.

WHERE:

Fine Arts Auditorium
Armstrong Atlantic State University

COST:

free and open to the public

Student Recital
.V '|f Cf'7

WHAT:
WHEN:

WHERE:
/•;a\
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Harpsicord Recital
WHAT:

Recital:"Baroque and Beyond"
GENE JARVIS - Harpsicord and Fortepiano
LORRIANE JONES - Flute
VALI PHILLIPS - Violin

WHEN:

Saturday, February 22, 1997
8:00 P.M.

WHERE:

Art Gallery, AASU Fine Arts Building

COST:

Free and open to the public.

Embraces of the Sun
WHAT:

Jack Ross, also known as the "Shadow
Catcher," presents a nature photography
slide presentation titled Embraces of the Sun.

WHEN:

Tuesday, February 18,1997
7:30 P.M.

WHERE:

Ashmore Auditorium (AASU Health Prof)

COST:

free and open to the public

CONTACT:

927-5300

OF NOTE:

sponsored by the AASU Campus Union
Board
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Valenttne^V Vcuy
Tundrcti&er
The/WrCtCng/Center Cy
holding/a/weehloricy
sale/of Valentine/
Cardy and/Candyin
the/W riting/
Center
Gamble/109
February 10 -14
M
on/-Thur
-8
£r F riday 8 - 2
Coat of Card/with/
Candy Cy$2.50
The/money rar&ed/wCU/be/
u&ed/to- ypontor ztud&nty
attertdrng^ a/ writings center
cortferencey in April/. Your
help iy greatiy appreciated/.

Harry Hansen
an exhibit of landscape artist
Harry Hansen's work
Feb 1-21
reception: Feb 3,12:30-1:30
Fine Arts Gallery at AASU
Free to the public
CONTACT:
927-5325
sponsored by the AASU
Campus Union Board

Skidaway Island
Nature Trail Walk
Saturday, Feb. 1
9:30 A.M.
Meet in Front of the
Aquarium. The walk will
be led by U.G.A. Marine
Extension Instructor John
"Crawfish" Crawford, and
will last about 90 minutes.
There is no charge and
reservations are not
needed. For more infor
mation and to confirm
departure times,

call 598-2325

In June 1996 the membership
of the American Society of Ra
diologic Technologists passed
a resolution to officially
change the name of the profes
sion from Radiologic Tech
nologies to Radiologic Sci
ences. This was done for the
purpose of clarification and
reduction of confu sion as Ra
diologic Sciences is univer
sally recognized within the
profession and by the general
public. The term radiologic
sciences is a term that is
viewed as comprehensive in
nature and "describes the ma
jority of the disciplines and
specialties within the profes
sion" (ASRT, 1996).

Trivia Test
by Linda Luckhurst
1. U.S. Rivers: What river does the
Hoover Dam dam?
2. Looney Tunes: What motto
ended the "Merrie Melodies" car
toons?
3. History: What chief justice
headed up the commission that
declared: "Lee Harvey Oswald ...
acted alone"?
4. Libations: What is the world's
most popular non-alcoholic organic
beverage?
5. Walt Disney: What is the name
of the rabbit in "Bambi"?
6. Novels: What book ends: "...she
said the necessary prayers for the
soul of Michael Corleone"?
7. Animals: What is the only
female animal that ha s antlers?
8. Numbers: What number can't
be represented in Roman numerals?

Trivia Test Answers
1. the Colorado; 2. "That's ail,
folks!"; 3. Earl Warren; 4. coffee; 5.
Thumper; 6. "The Godfather"; 7.
caribou or reindeer; 8. zero
©1996 by King Features Synd.

Bandemonium '97
A showcase of eight area bands
perform for the public and
record label executives on Feb
ruary 1. Preliminaries start at
noon. Finals are at 8:00 P.M.
Both events are held in theArm
strong Atlantic State University
Fine Arts Auditorium. Prelimi
naries $3. Finals $4. Bothevents
$5. Sponsored by Rock Me Pro
ductions, Z-102 FM,and Rody's
Music. Contact 927-5300.

sed to tie a Kimonu. \22) nany >•

organization neiiis
A Letter to All Organizations on Campus:
To:
From:
Re:

All AASU Organizations
Lorie Williams, SGA Treasurer
Request for Funds from the 97-98 SGA Budget

January 30,1997

Equestrian Team to
Form at Armstrong?
By BJ English

When I heard that an ac
Please be advised that all Budget Proposals for the upcoming fiscal year are due NO LATER quaintance of mine was trying
THAN Friday, February 11, 1997. Budget hearings will be held Saturday, March 1,
in to form an equestrian team at
the Campus Union Board Meeting Room (Room 215 MCC Building). Everyone is we
Armstrong, I was mildly in
come, but attendance is not mandatory. If you have a preferred time or any questions, please trigued. I had visited colleges in
the southeast where equestrian
contact Lorie Williams at 927-5351.
programs were big business,
and competition in intercolle
giate shows was a common
occurence, but Armstrong?
We're talking about a school
The Admissions Office is starting an AASU Ambassador Program. Ambassa
in a city where most people
dors will give tours of campus, assist with recruiting, and assist with the alumni don't know the difference be
events. A more detailed description and applications are available from Melanie tween a donkey and a mule; a
Mirande in the Admissions Office. Applications are due by February 29. Call city where the closest thing to a
riding path is a 4 inch strip of
921-5423 for more information.
concrete curbing next to a 6 lane
highway with buildings and
parking lots on all sides for
miles.
Where would a riding team
practice? Would you need your
own horse, and most impor
tantly, how much was it going
to cost? Wasn't competitive
show riding usually somewhat
reserved for the wealthy and the
mostly white upper class?
As it turned out, you didn't
have to own a horse, or even
know how to ride one to join he
t
team. All you had to dowas pay
a ten dollar membership fee to
the Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association (ISHA) and try out
with the team coach, Sue
Hendrix of Norwood stables, to
determine your eligibility.
Unfortunately, there was a
slight catch; if you can not ride,
you will be expected to pay $300
In
per quarter for 2 lessons a week,
honor of
or $15 per lesson, and provide
your own riding attire.
The last time I checked, a
Intramurals & Recreation
pair of breeches, ratcatcher
will sponsor the
(shirt), boots and helmet cost
about $180 on a conservative
budget, If you want to go up
scale, you can spend that much
on the breeches alone, and a pair
of handmade riding boots can
Participation in the Healthy Heart Challenge requires 500
cost more than the horse youride
on.
minutes of exercise time during the month of February.
Oh yes, what about the
The Healthy Heart Challenge begins Monday, February 3.
horse?
Here's where the good
Registration packets can be picked up in the PE office, Fitness
part
come
in; you don't have to
Center or by contacting Lynn Roberts at 921-2080
own
a
horse,
or pay a fortune to
through Monday, Febraury 10.
trailer your own to the shows.
All participants who reach the 500 mlnntp goal
The IHSA provides the horses
will receive a T-shirt at a luncheon to be held on
for you! Sorry, you don't get to
Thursday, March 6, at 12:15.
take them home with you like
the 4-H club sometimes lets you
do. You don't even get to choose
the horse you'd prefer to ride.
According to coach Hendrix,
lots are chosen to determine who

Become a part of the Ambassador Program at AASU

Healthy Heart
Challenge

American Heart Month,

Healthy Heart
Challenge
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will ride a horse provided to y0u
by the sponsoring team wh 0's
show you attend. You wo n't
even get a chance to try the horse
out before being called into the
show ring. This adds a level of
difficulty to the* class, but also
makes it fairer and more chal
lenging, knowing that you will
be judged on your abilityand not
on how much money you can
afford to spend on the horse and
equipment.
Students wishing to join the
equestrian team, must be attend
ing AASU full-time, though
there are classes available for
active alumni.
Members of the Club will be
expected to pay the cost of their
own transportation to and from
the shows, as well as class fees,
which can run from $8 ormore,
but fund raisers are expected to
be held to help pay for some of
the expenses, and the school
may be willing to loana vehichle
for transportation.
If you have access to a
horse, or are an experienced
rider, the cost involved in join
ing the club is rather reasonable.
If you don't own a horse, thirty
dollars a week for lessons is a
bit steep when it's coming out
of your own pocket. But, if you
have the money to spend, go for
it. Half the fun of riding ina club
is sharing the experience with
others, and many college stu
dents blow a lot more than $30
a week on activities that are a
lot less healthy and confidence
building than riding.
While the IHSA offers both
stockseat and huntseat classes,
the AASU team is currently only
offering Huntseat (English style)
lessons. If you ride western plea
sure at the show level and would
like to join the club, arrange
ments can be made. For more in
formation about joining the
team, call Sue Hendrix at 3 561387 or Lynn Roberts at 9212080. The team is planning to
practice at Norwood Stable on
Ferguson Avenue on Thursdays
at 4:30 P.M. and Saturdays at
10:30 A.M. The first IHSA
horse show is scheduled for Feb.
15 and there are several slots
available for beggining, aswe
as advanced riders.

Homecoming Week festivities
Saturday, February 1st- BANDEMONIUM '97 Prelimi-

aries begin at noon. Finals at 8 P.M. Eight of the areas best
11 nds show case fro record label representatives for the oprtunity to win $600, a real-audio web site from Savannah
^ Un,urc
Af recording time £from T-l
pigital- S^ ervices, 5
hours of
Elevated,
Basement their video shown on Noiz Haus, Savannah's cable
cCe;>s video show and the chance to be signed to a major
access
^cord label. Door prizes for attendees include CDs from Disk
L/Iw; Creative Loafing, WZAT, and a pair of 3rd row tickJockey,
for the sold out Dave Matthews concert (Courtesy of
SCAD)1 A ll tickets are available at the door and are $3 for
preliminaries, $4 for finals, or see both for $5.

Homecoming King Cant

j

4th- Visit the Caribbean in February with
band PILIPILI! They will be performing two shows
at Shearhouse Plaza (if the weather is too cold it will be in
the cafeteria). The first show will be at noon. The second
show will be at 4 P.M. and feature a free barbecue with Ja
maican jerk c hicken. You don't want to miss this.

Tuesday, February
(eggae

Cooper B. Clark
Sponsor: Student American Dental Hygeienist
Association Major: Dental Hygiene Junior

Wednesday February 5th- Hailed by his peers and industry
folk as one of the fastest rising young talents in Baltimore,
comedian Gr eg Lausch is definitely on his way to the top.
Onstage the enthusiastic redhead captivates his audience with
his charisma and charm. So come out to Emcees (better
known as the cafeteria) at noon and have some laughs.

Spencer Quarles
Sponsor: AASU Dance Team
Major: PE amd Science Junior

Also on the 5th we will be having Instant Video Buttons.
Bring your group or organization or even a friend or two and
have a Homecoming Week button with your photo on it made!
FREE!

Thursday, February 6th- The annual SGA Vs. AASU Ad
ministration basketball game will take place at the Sports
Center. Will the SGA finally win a game?? Come out and
cheer your favorite bricklayers.
Saturday, F ebruary 8th- After the Homecoming games
against Francis Marion head out to the Elk's Lodge for the
Homecoming P arty! We've got a video dance wall for you
to dance to your favorite music videos and fun, fun, fun!
Another pair of those Dave Matthews tickets will be given as
a door prize, so come on it!

Clfii

mi ml

i Lifim ff f

flm IllfM

6:00 - 8:00
^HU'

*Seu&if

Joshua A. Berg:
Sponsor: Phi Mu
Major: Health and Physical Education Senior

Don't Miss the
AASU
Homecoming
Basketball Game
AASU Pirates vs
Francis Marion
beginning Saturday,
Feb. 8 at 2:00 P.M. at
the AASU Sports Center

Michael Toluba:
Sponsor: Wesley Foundation
Major: Education Sophmore

got nis name
consequential
e word "obi," which IS
LIBRA (September 23 to Octote
used to tie a kimono. J22) Early in the week, c

^ the

^

sports snorts

--

Lady Pirates Basketball
By David Bowman
Monday January 13 turned out to be a bad night for our
womens basketball team as they lost to Georgia College by
the score of 72 to 54. Shooting 37 percent from the field
they couldn't find the firepower needed to win. Dana
Cummings led the Lady Pirates in s coring with 14 points
and Christa Vaughan had 11 rebounds.
1st
2nd
total
Georgia College
35
37
72
Armstrong Atlantic 24
30
54
Wednesdays game turned out better for the Ladies as they
won a close one with Columbus. Led by Sonia Olivers' 17
points they won 70 to 65. They broke a tie part way through
the first half with a 13-0 run.
1st 2nd
total
Armstrong Atlantic 30 40
70
Columbus
33 32
65
Michelle Hubbard scored 22 points and Christa Vaughan
grabbed 13 rebounds as the Lady Pirates fell to USC
Spartanburg on Saturday the 18. The first half ended in a
tie at 26 but hte Pirates fell behind in the early stages of the
second half and lost the game despite a last minute run.
1st
2nd total
USC Spartanburg 26
37
63
Armstrong Atlantic 26
46
72

We Need Names and
Photos of intrmural
team sports.
Grab a camera and send us
your photos with names of
teams and we will publish them
in the Inkwell

^
-

sociai

SCene

uus

highs and

|
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Finally, A comedian who's really funny!
By Carrie Whiddon
Thanks Dion and mem
bers of C.U.B. for bringing us
a winner! Mike Rayburn, the
musical comedian from Janu
ary 9th, was a roaring success.
In the past, the luch hour en
tertainers have crashed and
burned in front of our unre
sponsive student body.
After the performance the
Inkwell congradulated him on
this amazing feat. He re
sponded that when he wnet on
stage he had the attitude of "If
they like me they like me. If
they don't..." Well, you fill in
the blank.
What was different about
Rayburn. What set him apart
from the rest. It may have
been his cool nonchalance. It
may have been the free pizza.
No offense to our previous
performers, but I think it was
the fact that he had talent.
This guy was GOOD. He
made that guitar do things that
Hendrix would have said
were cool. For example, who
would have guessed that
someone could play The
Devil Went Down to Georgia
on the guitar? (it's a really
impressive song with a battle
of fiddles)
Not only did his degree in
Classical Guitar impress us,

Photographer Dion DeRoia captures Comedian Mike
Rayburn live onstage at the Emcee's, AASU January 9.
but so did his great sense of
humor. He had the crowd in
peals of laughter while he did
parodys of songs, Hawian
Punch sung to the tune of The
Bradv Bunch theme song, for

example. Other favorites
were Randy Travis singing
Pink Floyd, the Beatles sing
ing the Greenacres theme
song, and the male response
to "You Oughta Know".

Sports Quiz

Call 927-5351 for more information

Inkwell Story Ideas that need writers.
1. Possibility of new dormatories
2. Future plans for grounds and buildings
3. Interview sports players
a) tennis
b) baseball
c) basketball
d) intramurals/other
4. Opinion Polls
5. Professor Profiles
6. Vocab Rehab- Grammar with a humorous twist.
7. Homecoming Coverage
8. Minority Affairs/ Instructors on campus
We're running out of ideas and enthusiam and need
your help. If you have information, news, cartoons,
ideas, we need your support.
To submit an article to the Inkwell, call 927-5351.

by Larry Duncan

Players who ted the American
League in stolen bases for the

most consecutive seasons:

•

Seasons
L. Aparicio, White Sox, Orioles
9
R. Henderson, Athletics, Yankees 7
G. Case, Senators
5
B. Campaneris, Athl^ics
4
R. Henderson, Athletics, Yankees 4
K. Lofton, Indians
4 if

~

W

#'

'SOURCES
: Sporting
News;

1. What's the nickname of th e
University of Georgia football team?
2. How many gold medals d id
Mark Spitz win at the 1972 Munich
Olympics?
3. What's the title of Muhammad
Ali's autobiography?
4. What sport did Leo Seltzer
develop from the dance marathons
and walkathons of the 1920s a n
'30s?
5. What jockey won $3,052,146 in
1967?
6. What heavyweight champion
was known as "The Brockton BomDer ?

**The

7. Who was known as i"
Yankee Clipper"?
,
8. What does a boxer's second
throw into the ring tosto£j)Jj^j

Sports Quiz Answers
1. Bulldogs; 2. seven, 3.
Greatest"; 4. roller derby, 5.
Shoemaker; 6. Rocky Marcian ,
Joe DiMaggio; 8. thetowe
©1997 by King Features by"

college concerns Southwest Michigan

Texas Considers Charging
"Career" Students
By Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service
AUSTIN, Texas—In an attempt
t0 weed the state university sys
tem of "career students," a Texas
state official has a new plan: let
the student, not the taxpayer, foot
the billThousands of Texas college stu
dents have built up an excessive
amount o f credit hours in their
quest for an undergraduate de
gree, says state comptroller John
Sharp.
Sharp proposes charging
undergrads who have completed
170 credit hours as much as four
times the current tuition rate,
which would result in an annual
$4.5 million savings for the state.
Most stu dents are expected to
complete a bachelor's degree in
120 to 130 credit hours.
Last spring, nearly 18 percent of
98,000 college seniors at Texas
public universities had accumu
lated more than 170 credit hours,
according to aTexas Higher Edu
cation C oordinating Board sur
vey.
Excess credit hours accumulate
when a student switches majors,
or is forced to take remedial
classes, or must complete re
quired classes after transferring.
Also, so me students just "tend
to make a career of it . . . they
can't cut the strings and get out
in the real world," said Kelly
Fero, a spokesperson for Sharp's
office.

"We want to encourage people
to get their degrees. But we do
want to encourage people to ...
get on with their lives rather than
stay in school."
Several states—Florida, Mon
tana, North Carolina and Utah—
already charge students higher
fees for excessive credit hours.
In Florida, students with more
than 138 credit hours are charged
an extra 25 percent per credit
hour.
"One-hundred and seventy
[credit hours] is still quite gen
erous," Fero said.
The current in-state tuition for
Texas students is about $2,250
per year. If state lawmakers ap
prove Sharp's plan in their 1997
session, tuition for some students
would soar to more than $8,000.
Some students have complained
that double majors—who often
wind up with more credit
hours—will be unfairly penal
ized by Sharp's proposal.
But Fero said the intent of the
plan is not to prevent double
majors. "In our research, most
double majors wouldn't require
more than 170 hours," he said.
Also, students could ask state officials for exceptions to the
higher fees, he said.
Sharp's proposal would not af
fect college grads who return to
take classes for career purposes,
or who return for a second un
dergraduate degree.

Cigars Target Of Health Campaign
By College Press Service
SAN FRANCISCO—The cigar
craze—and the growing number
of young puffers it is attracting—
is igniting a backlash in some cit
ies.
In S an Francisco, public health
officials say they're trying to
send a message that stogies are
not chic with a new ad campaign
that likens cigars to dog poop.
The city has put up posters near
popular nightspots that read "Ci
gars: They Look Like What They
Smell Like. Don't Put Them in
Your Mouth!" while a 30-second
spot ru nning on local cable TV
stations features a dog sniffing at
a discarded cigar before its owner
sweeps it into a pooper-scooper.
We're trying to denormalize the
use of tobacco," Alyonik
Hrushow, director of the
department's Tobacco-Free
Project, t old the San Francisco

Chronicle. "Just shaking your
finger at people is kind of bor
ing."
The American Cancer Society
warns that cigar smokers are
three times more likely to de
velop lung cancer than nonsmokers. Also, people who
smoke cigars are as much as 10
times more likely to risk dying
from cancers of the mouth and
throat.
"Of course it's not the best for
you," said Ryan Lumsden, a Uni
versity of Iowa junior who
founded the UI Cigar Society,
one of several collegiate cigar
clubs nationwide. "If you enjoy
doing it, you have to decide
whether that's a good trade-off
for you."

Players Accused Of
Rape

January 30,1997
The board has denied that race
played a role in ordering the cuts.
The nation's capitol city faces a
$85 million municipal deficit.
"My position throughout this
budget debate has been clear:
The university, like every other
agency, needs to live within its
budget," Kathy Patterson, a
member of the council's educa
tion committee, told the Wash
ington Post.
The board also ordered cuts
in spending for public schools
and human services in a n effort
to close the city's deficit.
Last March, hundreds of
UDC students blocked a busy
thoroughfare to protest a decrease in funding from the dis
trict government. The financial
situation at UDC had gotten so
bad, the Post reported, that stu
dents and faculty members were
performing custodial tasks.

By College Press Service
CASSOPOLIS, Mich.—Three
former Southwestern Michigan
College basketball players ac
cused of raping a woman after a
Halloween party and recording
it on videotape will stand trial for
sexual misconduct.
Donald Thomas and Ortez
Glaze, both 18, and Sherman
Williams, 19, were identified on
the videotape by their former
coach, Steve Proefrock, as it was
shown in court Dec. 20, reported
the Associated Press.
The videotape, which shows
various sex acts, was recorded
Nov. 1 after the woman allegedly
passed out at an off-campus
apartment. The woman told the
court that she could not recall
what happened that night, and
only learned of the video from
other students.
The three men, all freshman,
were expelled from Southwest
ern Michigan, a two-year com
munity college, after their Nov.
7 arraignment. Another former By College Press Service
teammate, Edward Seward, 19, SEATTLE—So, what are you
will stand trial in circuit court, doing for New Year's Eve 1999?
while charges against a fifth While some of us haven't quite
player, Loren Johnson, 19, have recovered from New Year's Eve
1997, others already are thinking
been dropped.
Defense attorney Marlon Blake ahead to the arrival of the year
Evans told the court that the 2000.
woman was not as helpless as On the Internet, a new website
called
"Everything2000"
authorities believe. "I'm tired of
(www.everything2000.com) is
hearing it called rape," he said.
dedicated exclusively to turn-of"She's a voluntary, willing par
the-century news, millennium
ticipant."
trivia, and New Year's Eve 1999
Trial dates were not immediately
festivities.
set.
The site includes advice on how
to deal with how computers num
Washington Mayor ber dates, or "preparing your
for the biggest hang
Decries Cuts At UDC computer
over of its life," and a list of New
By College Press Service
Year's Eve events planned
WASHINGTON—Mayor around the world, from the
Marion Barry vowed to fight "to Acropolis to the Eiffel Tower.
the death" deep cuts in predomi Also, the site has round up what
nantly black University of the it deems to be the "the best him
District of Columbia's budget. of the century humor," with jokes
The city's financial control related to "the new millennium,
board Dec. 27 ordered UDC to New Year's, doomsday or simi
close its $16.2 million budget lar subject matter."
gap. That, Barry said, would de Another website, "The Billenstroy the financially strapped nium" (www.billenniuim.com),"
university, which already plans says it will keep adding to its list
to lay off 255 employees.
of educational, cultural, media
Barry suggested that the board and entertainment events leading
was targeting UDC because of up to New Year's Eve 1999.
TTie site also is asking users to
its black enrollment.
"Even though UDC is open to submit their resolutions for the
all students, it isa predominantly new millennium, which will be
black institution," Barry told downloaded onto disk and
"Fox Morning News." "So here launched into space via satellite,
we have a situation where some hence becoming an orbiting
people don't want blacks and "Billennium Time Capsule."
young black adults to get aqual "The Billennium is much more
than a big, century-ending blowity education."

Get Ready For the
New Year—In The
Year 2000
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out," says creator Mark Mitten,
"fi's a new beginning, a fresh
start>a time for optimism that we
can make the next millennium
better than the last one."

Special Ed Teachers
Are In Demand
By Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.—
Thousands of teaching positions
remain unfilled each year because there's not enough college
grads with a de8ree in SP"'31
educati°nThat's according to Purdue
University's School of Education, which estimates that nearly
25,000 special ed positions in K12 each year are vacant or filled
by teachers who are not fully cer
tified in special education.
"There always are vacancies in
special education," says Nita G.
Mason, director of placement,
advising and recruiting in
Purdue's School of Education.
The National Center for Educa
tion Statistics reported that for
1992-93, the most recent year for
which it has figures, there were
only about 8,600 new graduates
nationwide
who earned
bachelor's degrees in special
education.
Graduates in special education
average $21,92 to $23,956 to
start, the same as other classroom
teachers because teacher unions
and school districts set the scale,
Mason said.
When a school can't find some
one specifically trained in spe
cial education, it can hire people
with limited licenses, Mason
said. The license permits a
teacher with expertise in another
area, such as elementary educa
tion, to teach special education
for a limited time.
Margo Mastropieri, professor of
special education at Purdue, says
approximately 12 percent of all
students ages 6-21 have a dis
ability classified from mild to se
vere. Mild encompasses those
with specific learning disabili
ties; severe includes children
with physical disabilities as well
as those who are developmentally delayed. Special ed students
also might have sensory disabili
ties, such as blindness or deaf
ness.
"Special education teachers need
to be familiar with characteris
tics of these students, be capable
of adapting instruction for stu
dents with disabilities, and be
able to manage classroom behavior of such students,"
Mastropieri said.
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Natasha's Stars
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Togetherness rules the week.
Couples enjoy special outings, and
singles meet with special introduc
tions with a potential for romance.
This weekend, enjoy a favorite ac
tivity, but try not to overspend.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
While out on that special shopping
expedition this week, you find some
thing really unusual. Later in the
week, you're excited about a career
project. Begin to lay the preliminary
groundwork for this. Co-workers are
cooperative.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
Anything of a group nature is
favored, whether socially or on the
job. You are charismatic and charm
ing and can utilize those skills to
good advantage. This weekend, a
cultural pursuit interests you.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
Now's the time to start that diet and
physical fitness regime. Some are
facing a do-it-yourself project or
other home improvement. Do your
homework before attempting any
thing on your own. Some tasks are
beyond your ken.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) A
social event turns out to have impor
tant business ramifications. You and
your significant other are in agree
ment regarding investments. Later in
the week, you have extra incentive to
get ahead on the job.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) You impress others this week
with your newfound confidence and
determination. As a result, things fall
into place easily for you. Your op
timism inspires those around you.
The weekend promises rest and
relaxation.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) The focus is on career objectives
this week. Some arrive at an impor
tant decision related to this. You
know best what it is you want and
you should feel free to follow your
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own instincts. Don't let a jealous co
You HAD IT ALL THE World
You wire o rt T uF ° f THE
WORLP.NOr to LortC / KqO.YoO WAT AT YOUR FceT. You were
worker stand in the way.
AARosi, My B oy
OfJE BAD MOTHER BACK THBO
CASE IN
WeKe T HE MAfl. You W 6FE
wHere WP IT
SCORPIO (October 23 to
TbiAl...
HjoW LooR AT Y°U, EAT AHP OLD
Ellin J FERfoiJAL S TuHT
ALL Co W goMC3
6EH0IP.A
HoL&V
UP
IH
So
ME
C
RAppy
0
November 21) The accent is on
DOUBLE I N ALL H IT MoYier.
MuTAHT
You U SEP TO HAUL, OUT WITH Tloo-JlT UQUoR^goRE,
sports and leisure early in the week.
FREAK
THE
"THREW SERUlH<q THE
It's a great time to really enjoy life
, THEMlEtiler ffiSAKS
oF
at you.
and have some fun. Romantically,
lotieTy
this weekend, you are positively
swept off your feet. If not careful,
you could be in for a fall.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) While you may not be
on the road in actuality this week,
you'll soon find yourself taking a
trip. A friend has some special ad
vice for you. Social interests are OUT ON A UMB by GARY KOPERVAS
highlighted over the weekend.
JXltJpA
— A L owJ " TRUCK DRIVE R WHO
inCA Cool., k Football Flayer who 6<xs
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
^
EE
TO
CfJE KFEE IN PRAY ER UJHeN
TO one KNEE IF PRAYER 110 THE £H P ZcNE
January 19) You're pushing yourself
RE
FINDS
A
CAR
PARKED | N A "TOW A WAY ZONE.
WHEN HE 6AE7RES A T oucriOoulM.
too hard to achieve a personal goal.
You don't have to prove anything to
•>0) THAHP YO U.
yourself, so ease up. This weekend,
enjoy fun times with friends and
family.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) Entertaining and en
lAVXAAlMliUtlfU
joying life on the domestic scene is
favored this week. If out shopping,
you could find something special.
Put aside career concerns for the time
being. Enjoy yourself this weekend.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) You are more of a chatterbox
10 11
9
8
ACROSS
4
6
5
1
2
than usual and express yourself well
1 Lagniappe
14
13
12
this week. Take the initiative on the
4 Indonesian
work front to complete tasks. This
island
17
16
15
weekend, the accent is on socializ
8 Emanation
12 Past
ing.
20
19
18
©1997 by King Features Synd.
13 On in years
14 Cold-shoulder
25 2b 2/
22 23
21
15 Diary
31
16 Clinton's
28 29 30
instrument
36
35?
33
18 Batrachian
3y:^hrton(X Braxton
noise
"
40
39
38
20 Old card game 37
21
Super
large:
TK&iT,
A-IOMMY, WPS tup T
•43
41
42
funny WHT MticoiM
WWn yCM Garx, foo were
prefix
I,lie 'III w.ne W floney,
gmo TO you?
24 Baby
4/ 4B 4y
46
44
/
wo8>»ev.
nrjnKuih w.th'tS swetntss
carriages
(
IT WHS SWEET
No* you art Ike ntorn.no bread,
28 Sameness of
50 51 52
53 54
and Peasant".
color
X Asrjfy tasie you at a//
32 Director Kazan 56
for X know your savour,
F}UT X Q/N COMPKTC/Y
33 Kerrigan's
57
nouri
surface
59
60
'"flP£cw£"
34 Carl or
"
6V RMY LOWUL
Francoise
59 Khomeini
officer
spoiler
36 X rating?
40 Spy novelist
11 Actor Vigoda
territory
37 Phony
Deighton
60 Burg
17 Burst
39 Not to
42 Menagerie
19 I Love
61 King
mention
DOWN
(Latin)
45 Drop
41 November
1 Post-bath
22 Hockey score
47 Admitting
birthstone
MAMA'S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT
a draft
23 He's on
application
43 Place to
48 Bamboo stem
cloud nine
2 Composer
IIHIMK, I'VE RfjURED OUt
swing down
49 Kentucky fort
25 Type of
lHtv wiped these
Stravinsky
44 Additionally
50 _ Beta Kappa
SNEAKERS AIR."
16 Across
3 Walt Kelly
46 Talent
51 Yon maiden
26 Carriage
comic strip
50 Behavior27 All there
52 Epoch
4 Court scores
affecting
53 Barcelona
28 Slight fog
5 Khan title
chemical
bruin
29
Eight
(Sp.)
6 Diet.
55 One of the
54 Fresh
30 Tide type
7
Pedestal
Brady bunch
31 "I could —
56 Long lunch?
occupant
horse!"
57 Crystal-gazer's 8 On the beach
35 Durable
opening words 9 Important
cotton
58 "Can I take
numero
fabric
that as —?"
10 Stocking
38 Female prison
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